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Provide and prevail.

		
Peace of Mind

Freedom of Choice

Flexibility

Life protection is paramount to NOTIFIER.

NOTIFIER works with a network of

A NOTIFIER system is capable of not

over 60 independent fire installation,

only monitoring its own performance but

commissioning and maintenance

adapting to the changing environment

companies. Every one of them has

within different areas of a building.

We never underestimate the key role
our systems play in quickly identifying a
potential fire, alerting building occupants
to the potential danger and prompting
them to take appropriate action.
However, 60 years’ experience at the
forefront of the fire industry have taught
us that, beyond this fundamental need,
our customers requirements differ
enormously.

completed a comprehensive training
programme and has direct access
to extensive product, technical and
application support.

detection has resulted in a range of
stable, fault-tolerant systems which
provide uninterrupted protection whilst

So, when it comes to choosing a

practically eliminating the potential for

company to install and maintain a

nuisance false alarms.

NOTIFIER system in your building, you
can be confident of complete freedom

Which is why NOTIFIER’s state-of-the-

of choice and the assurance you are

art intelligent fire detection and alarm

working with a company that boasts the

systems can be tailored to a specific

experience and expertise to meet your

building whatever its function. Meaning

specific challenge.

you only pay for what you need.

This intelligent approach to fire

When selecting and installing a fire
system, offices, factories, schools, historic
buildings, laboratories and data centres
all pose their own distinct individual
challenges. But rest assured, NOTIFIER’s
flexible, modular approach, backed by the
expertise of the companies who install our
systems, means the requirements of any
building can be fully met.

Case Study: De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill On Sea

Grade one listed building, an £8 million restoration,
1000 capacity auditorium and 48,000 visitors per year…

Tried and Trusted.
Following a major £8 million restoration

“It was essential to provide an

Sally Ann Lycett of De La Warr Pavilion

and redevelopment programme, Bexhill’s

addressable, L2-graded fire protection

agrees, adding: “NOTIFIER was exactly

famous De La Warr Pavilion incorporates

system which met all current building

what we were looking for in terms of

full fire protection utilising a NOTIFIER by

requirements including BS5839

providing a high level of protection for

Honeywell system.

certification,” confirms Colin Chadwick,

visitors, our staff and the magnificent

commercial director at NOTIFIER

building itself. It combines robustness and

Engineered Systems Distributor (ESD),

reliability with the flexibility required to

Sovereign Alarms.

meet our wide ranging needs.”

The Pavilion, built in 1935 in the
Modernist style, re-opened in October
2005 with the support of Arts Council
and Heritage Lottery funding and today

“NOTIFIER systems are ideally suited to

incorporates a 1,000 seat theatre,

leisure facilities and public arenas such

restaurant and bar and one of the

as De La Warr,” says Chadwick. “The ID

largest contemporary art galleries in

range is a typical example, providing a

the South East.

highly cost-effective, fully addressable,
intelligent fire protection system which is
easy to install, programme and operate.”
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Systems that adapt to your needs.
Pearl - Simply more intelligent

super fast networking capability, all in

NOTIFIER fire detection and alarm

one intuitive and easy to use system.

systems offer a technically sophisticated

Crucially, the Pearl system is designed

range of facilities and functions whilst

to combat false alarms once and for all,

remaining easy to install, program

even in conventionally difficult to protect

and operate.

environments. This makes it ideal for
ensuring business continuity in a wide

The Pearl system is ideally suited to

range of public and commercial premises.

a broad range of applications such as
schools, office buildings, hospitals, hotels,

‘Auto-Learn’ facilities allow the user

factories and warehouses, and is 3rd

to install and commission a standard

party-certified to the current BS5839-1,

system with the minimum of effort. A

EN54-2&4 and CPD standards.

more complex ‘Cause & Effect’ matrix can
simply be programmed to meet individual

The Pearl intelligent addressable fire

site requirements such as plant shutdown

alarm control panel lies at the core of

fire door control, smoke control, phased

a system which combines exceptional

evacuation, point/zone isolation, point-to

fire detection technology, cutting edge

output controls and many others.

warning and evacuation devices and

ID3000 - Pure performance
and agility
The NOTIFIER ID3000 system builds on
the strengths of the Pearl, delivering the
power and flexibility to meet the most
demanding of requirements.
The ID3000 supports the NOTIFIER
ID2Net; one of the fastest, most consistent
and robust networking systems available,
transmitting an alarm across the
network in less than half a second. Such
performance makes the ID3000 system
ideally suited to even the largest of office
complexes, shopping centres, university
campus’ and sports stadia.
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Safe and sound.
Stability and early warning

Communicating with the panel and

Adapting to your environment

NOTIFIER’s full range of intelligent sensors,

each other via the ultra efficient Opal digital

Where unique hazards and environmental

advanced detection products, input and

protocol means NOTIFIER devices use

conditions exist that prohibit the use

output devices, repeaters, mimic drivers,

less power whilst ensuring messages travel

of traditional smoke detectors, VIEW™

printers and other peripherals form part of

through the system quickly and reliably.

specialist intelligent sensors supply

a range which makes a NOTIFIER system
one of the most capable, flexible and

The Opal range includes optical

stability and very early warning capability.

detectors offering cost savings for less

VIEW™ sensors learn the environment

challenging environments as well as

in which they are installed and each

The Opal range of detectors provide

more advanced multi-criteria, SMART™

individual sensor self-optimizes alarm

fast, reliable response to fires and superior

devices incorporating a combination of

thresholds to speed response times and

immunity to false alarms, combined with

carbon monoxide, heat, optical smoke

minimize, if not eliminate, nuisance

greater efficiency and

and infrared flame sensing elements,

false alarms.

low cost of ownership.

providing the earliest warning of the

comprehensive available.

broadest range of fire conditions
whilst minimising the expense and
inconvenience of false alarms.
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Safety, Integrity and Heritage.

Notifier by Honeywell is the world’s

These include everything from smoke

Notifier is a division of Honeywell

largest manufacturer and supplier of

detection and notification, non addressable

International, a diversified technology and

engineered fire alarm systems. With over

fire alarm panels, analogue addressable

manufacturing leader, serving customers

400 Engineered Systems Distributors

systems, to advanced network and integration

worldwide. By partnering with Notifier, you

worldwide, and regional support on every

packages. As a leader in the fire safety

have the reassurance of working with a

continent, we have the flexibility to meet

market, Notifier is dedicated to the highest

company of global standing that provides

our customers’ requirements.

standards of service and product quality.

cutting edge fire detection systems.

With over 60 years of experience, we offer
unrivalled specialist knowledge and products
designed to meet all needs. Notifier offers a
comprehensive line of quality fire detection
and alarm control solutions.

Our operations are accredited to ISO
9001 and our products are designed
and manufactured to meet every major
international approval, including LPCB,
VdS, UL, ULC and BOSEC/ANPI.

Caburn House
2B Brooks Road
Lewes, BN7 2BY
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0) 1444 230 300
F: +44 (0) 1273 376 894
E: sales@notifierfiresystems.co.uk
www.notifierfiresystems.co.uk

Local distributor
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Visit www.notifierfiresystems.co.uk to find your local distributor.

